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Transportation Business 
Intelligence

Introduction
enVista automates freight bill processing and payment for all modes shippers globally, in any currency or 
language, empowering clients with expert analytics and market-leading technology that helps improve supply 
chain operations.

Every shipper has opportunities to reduce costs, create efficiencies, and optimize supply chain and 
transportation operations. Most shippers are paying charges they should not be, paying higher freight 
rates than necessary and using sub-optimal processes. These issues can create a material impact on the 
transportation spend bottom line. Using enVista’s proprietary, cloud-based global freight audit and payment 
solution, myShipINFO®, the enVista team is able to audit and pay freight bills for any mode of transportation 
to and from any location across the globe, in any currency or language, and turn that information into 
actionable intelligence for clients to improve end-to-end supply chain operations.

Set your company apart by driving strategic decision-making and 
improving efficiency.
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Figure 1: Rich Visualization Options

enVista’s myShipINFO® business intelligence product allows shippers to 
consolidate data from multiple sources to achieve visibility to all 
transportation spend, improve network strategy and optimize transportation 
operations and finance.

Network Optimization
• enVista analysts create dashboards that drive 

network optimization
• Dynamic maps create visuals that show network 

efficiency gain opportunities
• Dashboards are customized to compare in-

network vs. out-of-network shipments 

Immediate Efficiency Gains
• Eliminate the need to run large reports and pivot 

in Excel
• Create custom calculations that align with your 

KPIs
• Summarize data for tens of millions of records 

instantly

Rich Visualization Options 
Figure 1
• Dozens of robust visualization options
• Ability to integrate multiple visuals into one 

dashboard view
• Easily configurable to desired specs

Drill Down to Get Answers
• “Zoom” into visuals to target information
• Drill-in dashboard options include hundreds of 

field options
• Highlights make it easy to see opportunities to 

explore exceptions and inefficiencies
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Figure 2: Customize Your KPIs

Customized to Your Key Performance 
Indicators (KPI) 
Figure 2
• Integrate fields that align with KPI needs
• Create dashboard results at the channel, brand, 

node, product and other levels
• Replace manual KPI processes with dynamic 

dashboards that auto-refresh

Figure 3: Integration Flow Diagram

Robust Configurations
• All dashboards are filterable and configurable 
• Export the shipment-level detail for any visual 

at any time
• Color schemes and graphic options can be 

customized and exported for presentations

Interactive Maps
• Drill-down capabilities extend to map 

visualizations
• Zoom to the postal code level for targeted 

analysis
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enVista is a global software, consulting, and managed services provider, optimizing and transforming physical 
and digital commerce for the world’s leading manufacturers, distributors, 3PLs/LSPs, and omnichannel retailers. 
enVista uniquely optimizes and transforms physical and digital commerce – optimizing supply chain efficiencies 
to drive cost savings, and unifying commerce to drive customer engagement and revenue. These comprehensive 
capabilities, combined with enVista’s market-leading Unified Commerce Platform, Enspire Commerce, and the 
firm’s ability to consult, implement and operate across supply chain, transportation, IT, enterprise business 
solutions and omnichannel commerce, allows mid-market and Fortune 100/5000 companies to leverage enVista 
as a trusted advisor across their enterprises. 

Consulting and solutions delivery is in our DNA.
Let’s have a conversation.™
info@envistacorp.com | 877.684.7700 | envistacorp.com

About enVista

“The journey with enVista has been great. We were operating in the 
dark with our data, but as our engagement with them progressed from 
parcel audit to freight payment, we’ve gained financial and operational 

visibility to KPIs without us needing to do any heavy lifting.”

-Sr. Logistics Manager, Peet’s Coffee


